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President Trump signs
Anti-Human Trafficking
Bill into Law in Jan 2018
Commercial drivers found
guilty of human trafficking
will be disqualified from the
industry under legislation
President Donald Trump
signed into law in January
2018. Tiger Lines supports
Truckers Against Trafficking
(TAT), an organization
leading the fight against
modern day slavery. Make
the call to save lives.
National # 888.373.7888.
www.truckersagainsttrafficki
ng.org/
2018 Medical Benefits
Information:
 Maestro Health is the
New Third-Party
Administrator (TPA)
 Maestro Customer
Service # 800.228.1803
 Network By Design (NBD)
is the new medical
network
 Call NBD 209.229.8537 to
add/find a doctor/provider
Thank you
Major Singh!!!
A customer provided
positive feedback for
doing a great job!!!
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Message from Bob Hughes & Jim Musgrave (Co-Presidents)
THANKFUL - We just recently when through an requests just to name some.
issued the third edition of the error in communication. The Thanks to those who work
Special Edition newsletters as truck assigned to a driver was the evening shift while the
we communicate and unpack moved to another location, so trucks are at the terminal,
SHINE. So far, we covered when he came to work the which allows for the trucks and
six of the 12 attributes. Half- truck was not there. His drivers to operate during the
way there! As we read personal belongings were in day.
through Dennis’ heartfelt the other truck, as well as Thanks to the Safety team for
message on adaptability and some special accommoda- sacrificing when called upon to
resilience, there was a flood tions specifically for him. He respond to an accident or
of emotions of thankfulness chose to sacrifice for the day incident and then working
that overcame us. We were and drive the truck that was behind the scenes to keep us
first thankful that Don and left behind. Although it took all safe.
Dennis made sacrifices waking up a few team Thanks to the Administrative
team for making
decades ago
sacrifices by adjustthat resulted
“Teamwork requires some sacrifice up front;
ing to the everin opportunipeople who work as a team have to put
changing needs of
ties today for
the collective needs of the group ahead of their
the customers and
people like
individual interests.” -- Patrick Lencioni
timing deadlines to
us.
name
a
few.
We also thought of all the members to get things
sacrifices given weekly by all resolved, the customer was Thanks to the HR team for
the Tiger Team members. never affected thanks to the their efforts to hire good fitting
We do not see most of the sacrifice of this driver. This team members and helping
sacrifices, and the ones we type of sacrifice happens existing team members
are aware of are too many to regularly and there is become the best version of
list. Most are done without a definitely a need to offer themselves possible.
lot of fanfare and the member thanks to the entire Tiger Thanks to the Operations
team for sacrificing a set
quietly sacrifices and goes Team.
about their day. One of these Thanks needs to be given schedule and making yourselfless acts happened to the driver team who selves available to customers
sacrifice daily by dealing with and drivers by accommodating
road and traffic hazard their schedules.
conditions, dispatch needs, Thanks to the USA team for
and customer accommoda- their contribution and for the
synergies they offer when able.
tions, just to name a few.
Thanks needs to be given Thanks to each Tiger Team
to the maintenance team that member for making their
sacrifices daily by constantly individual sacrifices that allow
adapting to the changing for us to evolve into a Team
priority needs, equipment that SHINEs, and ensures we
availability, and driver accomplish Win4!
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Tiger Lines Roars!!! - Community Support

Jim Musgrave,
20 yrs!!!

Tiger Lines helps promote San
Joaquin County’s agricultural
industry by educating the youth
Brian Jones,
5 yrs!!!

How to Avoid Home Grill Fires by Jo Vanotti (Safety Manager)

With summer fast approaching
everyone is eager for that long
Below are the winners of awaited barbecue season. Grillers
the Christmas Decorating should pay particular attention to
contest!!!
safety in the spring and summer
months when home fires involving
grilling incidents occur most often.
Below are a few safety tips:
 Grill outside and away from any
structures
 Make sure your grill is stable – no
overhanging tree branches and
consider using a mat underneath
your grill.
 Keep your grill clean – remove all
grease or fat buildup from the grill







and tray below the grill and make
fluid. If the fire goes out, don’t add
sure coals are completely cooled
any starter fluid. Consider using a
off before disposing.
charcoal chimney starter instead of
starter fluid.
Check for propane leaks/cracks –
apply a light soap and water  Wear the right clothing – be sure
solution to hose and then turn on
your shirt tails, sleeves or apron
the gas. Other signs of leaks are
strings don’t dangle over the grill.
smell or your flame won’t light.
 Be ready to put out the fire – have
If the flame goes out wait to rebaking soda on hand or a fire extinlight – turn off the gas and wait
guisher nearby. If you do not have
for 5 minutes before relighting.
a fire extinguisher, keep a bucket of
sand next to the grill. Never use
Take care around the grill –
water to put out a grease fire.
never leave a lit grill unattended
and never move it once lit.
Be careful with charcoal starter HAPPY SAFE SUMMER GRILLING!!!
fluid – only use charcoal starter

The Dash Poem by Linda Ellis c/o Mark Handel (Safety Director)
I read of a man who stood to speak What matters is how we live and Remembering that this special dash
at the funeral of a friend
love and how we spend our dash.
might only last a little while.
He referred to the dates on her So think about this long and hard So, when your eulogy is being read
tombstone from the beginning to are there things you’d like to with your life’s actions to rehash
the end
change?
Would you be proud of the things they
He noted that first came her date of For you never know how much time say about how you spent your dash?
her birth
is left, that can still be rearranged.
“-“
And spoke the following date with If we could just slow down enough
tears,
to consider what’s true and real
But he said what mattered most of And always try to understand the
all was the dash between those way other people feel.
Just a Thought:
years
By Mark Handel (Safety
And be less quick to anger, and
Director)
For that dash represents all the show appreciation more
“Reflect upon your time that she spent alive on earth
And love the people in our lives like
present blessings, of
And
now
only
those
who
loved
her
we’ve never loved before.
which every person has
know
what
that
little
line
is
worth.
plenty; not on your past
If we treat each other with respect,
misfortunes, which all For it matters not how much we and more often wear a smile
people have some.” own, the cars, the house, the cash,

Social Info
Tiger Lines is committed to continue getting better in everything we do and we
believe your suggestions can help
us get there.
Please contact HR
to share your comments and suggestions. Follow us at
Tiger Lines’ sites:

